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the release of mcrs final album is a double-edged sword. on one hand, its release is a sign that the band are healthy and happy, but on the other hand, its release
is a sign that the band are healthy and happy, and they are very much still capable of making a great album. the album, the black parade, is more mature and

deep than their debut, the blackened mirror. while the black parade has a lot of fun and classic songs, it also has some real emotional ballads. the combination of
the two makes this album stand out as their most successful and complete effort. this album also has a few more electronic sounds and guitars, which is something
that i always admire about them. mcr are a band that should be listened to to be enjoyed, and i think this album clearly demonstrates that. my chemical romance
(or mcr, for short) were the phenomenal, ambitious emo-pop-punk act who hit hard with the release of their debut album i brieve. the band, fronted by charismatic
lead vocalist gerard way, was born in new jersey and had its roots in the emo and punk scene. its also worth mentioning that way had a far more successful post-
hardcore band named smile for me at the time. the band soon relocated to los angeles, california in 2004, where they would recruit dave mcgowan (drums) and
ray cooper (bass) before recruiting tom morello and bret “brettypants” mann (guitar). when mcr finally began working on their debut in 2005, they had already
recorded most of the material that would comprise their self-titled album. unfortunately, the band had a terrible time finding a record label that would support

them, which led to them recording their first album at home.
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